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Abstract
Authorship of publications has been the
subject of much public debate; however,
authorship of clinical trial documents
such as clinical study protocols, clinical
study reports, investigator’s brochures
and informed consent forms has not
really been given much attention. This
article looks at the common practices of
authorship attribution and signing off on
these documents and examines what the
ICH guidelines, on which their contents
are based, say about these issues. The
implications of the EMA Policy 0070 on
clinical trial disclosure are discussed.
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Introduction

Clinical Study Protocol (CSP)

Clinical study protocols (CSPs), clinical
study reports (CSRs), investigator’s brochures (IBs) and informed consent forms
(ICFs) are among the most common
documents that regulatory medical writers
author as professionals. Unlike publications
where authorship has been under scrutiny
in recent years, authorship of CSPs, CSRs,
and other clinical trial documents has not
really been a topic of discussion. This is
probably because these documents have
traditionally been hidden behind the shroud
of confidentiality.
However, with increasing requirements
for transparency having reached the realms
of regulatory documents, it is about time
that authorship attribution of these
documents should be considered. As we
move towards posting some of these documents in the public domain, it is also
important to see the implications of
disclosure on the authors and signatories of
these documents.

The contents of a CSP are based on ICH E6
(Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice,
1996)1 and the ICH E6 integrated addendum (2015)2. The protocol is frequently
written by a regulatory medical writer who
receives input from other functional groups.
Contributors to the document will include,
but are not limited to, a biostatistician and a
medical expert. In some cases, investigators
or clinical research scientists also draft a
CSP with or without the support of a
medical writer.
The ICH E6 guideline does not provide
guidance with respect to authorship
attribution of the CSP. However, it does
indicate the individuals and institutions who
should be signatories of the final protocol,
namely, the ‘investigator/institution and the
sponsor’. In signing off the protocol (‘or an
alternative contract’), these individuals and
institutions thereby declare their commitment to follow the protocol and abide to the
principles of Good Clinical Practice (GCP).
The CSP eventually ends up as part of
appendix 16.1.1 of the CSR, which is
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text sections of the CSR
ucts for Human Use3,4.
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Only the names of EMA Policy 0070. ICH E6 would qualify as author(s)
CSR development.
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disclosed. If other names
guidance on authorship
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In my search for further clarification
on authorship of and signing off on
a CSR, I reached out to Sam
Hamilton (personal communication), chair of the
Budapest Working Group
(BWG). This group is
developing the CORE
(Clarity and Openness in Reporting: E3
based) Reference as
an open access user
manual for CSR authors, with
planned release in May 2016.
CORE Reference will recommend
inclusion of a list of roles and responsibilities
in Section 6 detailing investigators (principal or coordinating), data monitoring and
evaluation committees, and laboratories.
The BWG also recommends specifying
study responsibilities clearly and study
activities of the institutions involved,
including report authoring and biostatistics
with details provided in CSR appendix
16.1.4.
What about the reference to study authorship in appendix 16.1.5 (Figure 1)?
CORE Reference will advocate the
consistent use of report authorship and CSR
authorship throughout the document.
CORE Reference will not suggest the
medical writer as an appropriate cosignatory for a CSR, because it is not
mandated by existing regulatory guidelines.
In reality, CSR signatories over and above
those required according to ICH (or the
relevant country or regional guidelines)
remain a matter for individual sponsor
consideration or policy.

Investigator’s Brochure (IB)
and Informed Consent Form
(ICF)
ICH E6 also covers the contents of the IB
and the ICF. As in the case of the CSP, no
authorship attribution for these documents
is specified in the guideline. But, unlike the
CSR and CSP, these documents will not be
posted publicly but will remain filed in the
Trial Master File. Hence, the authorship
attribution of these documents is less likely
to become an important issue in the future.
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Disclaimer
The views and opinions in this article are
solely those of the author and do not reflect
those of Clinipace Worldwide.

Summary
In summary, regulatory medical writers
continue to create key regulatory documents for clinical trials. The CSR and CSP
are the two most important clinical trial
documents impacted by disclosure through
the EMA Policy 0070. ICH E6 does not
provide any guidance on authorship of the
CSP, IB and ICF. ICH E3 provides
somewhat unclear recommendations for
authorship of CSRs; CORE Reference may
provide the much needed clarity. If handled
appropriately, authorship attribution of and
signing off on CSRs need not be impacted
by public disclosure.
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